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A lot can change in 400 years - and still be a teenager...Put into a deep sleep as
a teenager, Victoria has no clue centuries have passed. That is, until she's
accidentally woken up by a father and daughter on a vacation.Cars? Cell
phones? What's an Instagram? How can Craig and Alexis explain the world?No
one said educating a teenage vampire would be easy.First they have to figure out
how to get her back to the United States without anyone figuring out she's not
quite human. Public school should be interesting. Cheerleading tryouts, driving
lessons, skilled fighter and fangs?Time to pull some strings, get Vicki to the
United States and start her education into modern life as a teenage vampire.Join
Vicki, Craig, and Alexis on a journey that will change their lives - in The Girl
Behind the Wall.
A thrilling new case for London’s most talented psychic detection agency – from
the global bestselling author of the Bartimaeus Sequence. In London, a
mysterious and potentially deadly ghost is stalking the halls of St Simeon’s
Academy for Talented Youngsters. It lurks in the shadows, spreading fear and icy
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cold – and it carries a sharp and very solid dagger . . . The headmaster wastes
no time in enlisting the help of ghost-hunters Anthony Lockwood, Lucy Carlyle
and George Cubbins. Can Lockwood & Co. survive the night and save the day?
Unlock the dark beginnings of Ourea's most famous political players in this
Grimoire Saga origins series.Ourean legends of the First Vagabond have
survived a thousand years, blossoming in pubs and alleys even as the great
Bloods of Ourea tried to squelch his name. But the myths glorify the deeds and
forget the man he was--Cedric, a boy from a small Hillsidian farming village.As a
young man, Cedric discovers a terrifying defect in his nature. He has no blood
loyalty, which means he can defy his king--something that has never happened in
recorded history. But what begins as a flaw evolves into a strength. Citizens
begin to listen to Cedric, and he discovers that if he leads, others will follow.But
there's a catch. The more who follow him, the more famous he becomes. And the
more famous he becomes, the more targets he finds pinned to his back.He's a
wanted man. A traitor. And as Cedric begins to embrace the title he's been given
-- the Vagabond, the only man alive with no master -- he ignites a revolution.
After all, no one has defied a Blood and lived to tell the tale. No one, that is, but
Cedric.
In the third book of the series, Bartimaeus, Nathaniel, and Kitty must test the
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limits of this world, question the deepest parts of themselves -- and trust one
another if they hope to survive. Includes a preview chapter from The Ring of
Solomon, a Bartimaeus novel.
The Kingdom of Virgo has lived in peace for thousands of years...until now.
Terran has gone too far, poisoning the wells and streams of Virgo. Queen Azure
must act fast in order to save her people from a deadly virus that steals their
magic. Only one witch knows the cure to the virus and no one knows how to find
her. Azure and her ragtag crew set off for the Mountain of Truth in hopes of
locating Mage Lenore, the oldest witch alive. They soon learn the problem isn't
finding the old witch. It's surviving each other on the mountain. Welcome to The
Revelations of Oriceran. A magical world tied to Earth, and nothing like it.
*NOTE: There's cursing in this book because these witches and wizards are just
rude like that. If cursing is a problem, then this might not be for you.
The inevitable has finally come: War. The Arachnids, controlled by the magically
insane Widow, make their move for the Jewel of Deception, knowing the Jewel,
combined with the music box, can save the lost villagers of Dominion from the
world in between. Or, it can release the mad king Arazon and his followers. If
released, Arazon and the Widow's reign of terror will last until both Earth and
Oriceran are nothing but ashes. In order to stop them, Maria Apple and the rest
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of the wanderers must band together and fight. Even if it means they'll die trying.
"Kara Magari isn't normal, even by Ourea's standards -- and in a world of shapeshifters and soul stealers, that's saying something. To the royalty, she's a loose
cannon. To the masses, she's a failure. But Kara's arrival in Ourea started a war,
and she's going to end it. An ancient isen named Stone takes an interest in
Kara's training, and it turns out he has more answers than he originally led her to
believe. In an effort to unearth a secret that might end the bloodshed, Kara
instead discovers an ugly truth about her family -- and how much she has in
common with an infamous mass-murderer. Braeden Drakonin has slowly rebuilt
his life after the betrayal that tore it apart. His father wants him dead, and frankly,
his so-called allies wouldn't mind that either. Private alliances are formed.
Secrets are sold. Tension is driving the armies apart. A single battle will end this
war, and it's coming. Braeden may be a prince, but it will take more than that to
survive. He must take the fight to his father's door -- and win"--Page 4 of cover.
After a century, magic's greatest enemy has returned-Vampires. Queen Azure sets off
on a world tour of Oriceran, thinking she'll strengthen relations with neighboring
kingdoms. On her first stop in New Egypt she finds something chilling. People all over
the kingdom are being bitten, many of them turned. Led into a secret headquarters,
Azure meets one of the oldest covens governed by the magic that connects Oriceran to
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Earth. The witches and wizards of New Egypt need protection from the vampires.
Those from Virgo will need help too. These blood hungry monsters are taking over and
want more. Ready for a brand new take on vampires? Step into New Egypt where the
Founders rule, turning those with magic into Followers, one bite at a time. *NOTE:
There's cursing in this book because these witches and wizards are just rude like that.
If cursing is a problem, then this might not be for you.
Every lesson Leira Berens has learned since she found out she's a Jasper Elf is about
to be put to the test. Magic has come out into the open with a bang and everything is in
peril. The monster will have his day or die trying. Wolfstan Humphrey is losing ground
but he's not going down easily. He's built an army of twisted magicals ready to attack.
Will his quest for power succeed? The Silver Griffins have been betrayed and are
coming undone. Refugees are being hunted to the door of the old Fixer's estate.
Magicals are disappearing off the streets. The Dark Forest is in jeopardy. A war is
looming, but will Leira and Correk have enough on their side to tip the scales? Can all
the forces behind Leira come together in one last battle with the spark of humanity to
save two worlds? Join in the epic adventure of Battle Magic and the fight that could
unify everyone or pull it all apart.
Humanity wasn't always doomed. There was a time when people were actually pretty
decent. Two hundred years ago, every person on earth was connected through the
stream of AVA: a hyper-advanced artificial intelligence system designed to give the
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world a fresh start. AVA cleansed humanity and rebuilt it on the ideals of progress and
peace. With their pasts bleached and their futures filtered out, humans advanced in a
startling leap. They thrived in the new world that AVA created. Then the virus struck.
Now, after a centuries' long apocalypse, humanity has returned to its violent roots. The
few ragged settlements that remain fight each other for what little the Nothing provides,
and will do whatever it takes to stay alive. Charlize Smith doesn't know it yet, but her
hometown might be the last civilized place on earth. Born defective and forced to
undergo a slew of dangerous experiments, Charlie dreams of the day when she can
finally set out on her own. But when a tragedy pushes her to the edge, she's arrested
and thrown onto a truck bound for the Nothing –– where she'll probably die.
Wanted: Tomb Raider - No experience necessary. Requires Life Insurance. Will be
working with deadly magical artifacts and killers. Shay Carson had a wake up call when
a hitman was sent after her. Her previous profession was getting a bit personal. Then,
life offered her a chance to disappear, and she did. What's a girl to do with a very
specific set of skills? Take up Tomb Raiding! Behind every complicated woman is a
story. For Shay, it happens to be a little complicated and she can't share with her new
friends. Better to lie to her friends, than have to kill more for knowing too much! Scroll
back to the top and click the 'buy' button, or download for free on Kindle Unlimited
today! --- NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing
nevertheless. If this offends you, I don't suggest reading this book.
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Ruby Achera just wanted a nice, quiet drink at her family's casino in Magic City. The
Mist Casino sits just above a kemana with an interior that would make a ghost feel right
at home. Of course it does. After all, Magic City has to compete with nearby Vegas. A
different kind of magic. Ruby is just back from University for the summer, catching up
with an old friend when everything changes with a BANG! A series of small blasts are
exploding all around her. Chips are flying through the air. Someone wanted to
announce their arrival in town. But who? Ruby is about to get drawn into a battle for
control of Magic City. They just made the fight personal. Is the Ebon Dragon Casino
next? Will Ruby's secrets get in her way? What waits at the end could change her life
forever, if she survives the journey. For action, magic, snarky banter, martial arts,
mystical creatures, and high intrigue, take a vacation to Magic City! Scroll up and click
the Buy Now button and read it today.
"Stroud is a genius' Rick Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson series. Ghosts and
ghouls beware! London's smallest, shabbiest and most talented psychic detection
agency is back. Life is never exactly peaceful for Lockwood & Co. Lucy and George are
trying to solve the mystery of the talking skull trapped in their ghost jar, while Lockwood
is desperate for an exciting new case. Things seem to be looking up when the team is
called to Kensal Green Cemetery to investigate the grave of a sinister Victorian doctor.
Strange apparitions have been seen there, and the site must be made safe. As usual,
Lockwood is confident; as usual, everything goes wrong a terrible phantom is
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unleashed, and a dangerous object is stolen from the coffin. Lockwood & Co must
recover the relic before its power is unleashed, but it's a race against time. Their
obnoxious rivals from the Fittes agency are also on the hunt. And if that's not bad
enough, the skull in the ghost-jar is stirring again The author of the blockbuster
BARTIMAEUS sequence delivers another humorous and chilling instalment in the
critically acclaimed LOCKWOOD & CO. series."
Leira Berens magic continues to grow. Can she learn fast enough to fight off the Dark
Forces on her own? A mysterious Elf known as the Fixer arrives to teach her. He may
know more about her origins than he's saying. The World in Between has trapped
Mara, but no one has ever unlocked its secrets. Will the magicals hidden in plain sight
come together to help her fight? The troll is loose in Austin for a night on his own. But
when it counts, he fights by Leira's side clawing at the danger... Who will emerge from
the dark prison? Don't look away. Someone is practicing a Dark Magic that died out
with an ancient foe. Click buy now and continue the adventure in Protection of Magic.
---- NOTE: This is an enhanced edition with a lot more story added inside each book.
Enjoy the updated adventures!
With great power comes greater mayhem...Alison is a teen Drow with a past that's been
erased by the murder of her mother and the betrayal of her father. Well, someone's
going to have to train the girl to use her powers wisely. Good thing there's a boarding
school created to do just that.High school is hard. Facing mountains of homework, that
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cute wizard, mean girl cliques, and mastering magic alone is nearly unbearable.Enter
her new best friend, Izzy. Izzy has a past that could get someone killed.Too bad she
can't remember a thing.She's a teenager with no idea who she is or what the power is
growing inside her.Becoming fast friends is a no brainer. Better to tackle the trials and
tests awaiting them together. Especially when they involve dark magic, malevolent
forces, and a lost dragon egg.Welcome to the School of Necessary Magic. Not since
Hogwarts has learning been this magical...or dangerous.
The Fate's Forsaken series is an epic fantasy quartet. The series has received over
2,400 five-star reviews across Amazon, Audible, and Goodreads, as well as two
nominations in the 2015 SOVAS Awards. In March of 2015, the Fate's Forsaken
prequel novella, Poison, hit the USA Today best-sellers list as a part of the epic fantasy
bundle, Fierce.
The Kingdom of Virgo has lived in peace for thousands of years...until now. The
humans from Terran have always been real assholes to the witches of Virgo. Now a
silent war is brewing, and the timing couldn't be worse. Princess Azure will soon be
crowned queen of the Kingdom of Virgo. In the Dark Forest a powerful potion-maker
has been murdered. Charmsgood was the only wizard who could stop a deadly virus
plaguing Virgo. He also knew about the devastation the people from Terran had done to
the forest. Azure must protect her people. Mend the Dark Forest. Create alliances with
savage beasts. No biggie, right? But on coronation day everything changes. Princess
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Azure isn't who she thought she was and that's a big freaking problem. Welcome to The
Revelations of Oriceran. A magical world tied to Earth, and nothing like it.
Maggie Parker is an Elemental learning to make magic. After a showdown with Simon
Wesley, it's clear she's running out of time. Nothing is going as planned. Did she just
turn a mouse into a corgi? Magic is a lot more complicated than she realized. Maggie
has to find the magic compass and rescue an old friend who may hold the answers. Did
I mention she's living on borrowed time? The quest could fix it all. A Godwin Knight has
joined Maggie and Bernie, swearing to protect the newest Elemental on her journey.
But Maggie needs to figure out who she can trust, including that tall drink of water,
Jake. She needs a plan and fast. Will she find the other four Elementals in time to
gather the necessary ancient tools? Click read for free or buy now to continue the
adventures with Maggie and Bernie in The Gnome's Legacy.
Magic is Returning to Our World... Early. Detective Leira Berens case blew up in her
face. A last-minute surge of magic was the only thing that kept her in one piece. The
dangerous necklace is still in play and she has no leads. Her new powers hint at a
secret sauce in her DNA. Can they help her win the race? Oh yeah, the Feds have
noticed and are tracking her. A Light Elf is willing to help... along with a swearing troll
and an entire magical community she never knew existed. Austin, Texas just got a lot
more interesting. The necklace reappears only to change hands during a dangerous
battle. Who has the necklace now? That may have to wait. Family comes first and Leira
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has a shot to free her mom. Can she take it and still do her part to save the world? The
adventure is just beginning... Click the Buy Now button and find out what happens next
today. ---- NOTE: This is an enhanced edition with a lot more story added inside each
book. Enjoy the updated adventures!
***INCLUDES A BONUS CHAPTER*** Elemental Earth Magic. Intergalactic
Consequences. Maggie Parker holds the compass and her magic can change
everything - but time is running out. Maggie's still searching for answers. What
happened to her missing childhood friend? Who's been behind all the strange
robberies? Why can't Bernie change back from being a talking raccoon? It doesn't help
that the Earth is trying to kill her and swallow her into its depths. Can the Austin
Detective find the other Elementals and fix the great machine to continue the quest?
They're only a few steps ahead of Simon Wesley and his dark magic. Can Maggie stay
alive and complete the quest to bring the five Elementals together and decide of the
fate of the Earth? Find out! Scroll back to the top and click "Buy Now" or "Read for
Free" to join Maggie and Bernie on their quest for the missing parts and uniting the
Elementals to save Earth in The Elemental's Magic.
Welcome to the Midwest, America's Heartland, home to a hidden community of witches
and wizards. When Maria Apple receives a strange music box for her nineteenth
birthday, everything changes. She begins to showcase odd magical abilities, glowing
blue, seeing ghosts, and talking to creatures that shouldn't be able to talk, all while
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trying to juggle the task of being a typical teenaged girl. Now, not only does Maria learn
she is a witch, but her grandfather Ignatius reveals he was once a famous warrior from
a planet named Oriceran. Throw in a world in between the two worlds, a ghost bringing
Maria an ominous warning, a race of giant spiders determined to claim the music box
for their own, and Maria Apple realizes she'll never be a typical teenaged girl again.
After all, it's just another day in the Midwest, where magic is real and the stakes never
stop rising. Welcome to The Revelations of Oriceran. A magical world tied to Earth, and
nothing like it.
On their 13th birthday, instead of finding answers about who they are, Reggie and Ryssa keep
finding more questions. Are they the twins of darkness and light foretold by prophecy?
What's a contraction? You'll find the answer inside this book?it's brimming with contractions!
Brian P. Cleary's playful rhymes and Brian Gable's humorous illustrations don't shy away from
creatively clarifying the concept of contractions. For easy identification, we've printed the
contractions in color. You won't want to miss the comical cats that reinforce each idea. I'm and
Won't, They're and Don't: What's a Contraction? turns traditional grammar lesson on end.
Read this book aloud and share in the delight of the sense?and nonsense?of words.
Magic is getting pushed closer to the breaking point. Leira Berens knows how to hunt down
criminals, but can the detective learn to harness her new powers? She has allies in the Silver
Griffins, and the necklace is finally close, but it may already be too late. The mystery of
Rhazdon continues to unfold. Does anyone see the traitor in their midst? To win this fight, Leira
will have to train with Turner Underwood, a mysterious and ancient Light Elf known as the
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Fixer. Join in the epic battle that will pull everyone together in a fight to save two worlds. The
story continues in Rule of Magic. Click the Buy Now button and start the adventure today. ---NOTE: This is an enhanced edition with a lot more story added inside each book. Enjoy the
updated adventures!
Winter has finally broken its hold over the Kingdom -- but as the snows melt, trouble springs up
in its place. A dark cloud hangs over Midlan: the army has retreated behind its high walls, not a
word slips out from between its gates. And rumors swirl that the King has gone mad. Kael
knows nothing of this: his sights are on the plains. But with his horrible luck following him
wherever he goes, it doesn't take long for his plan to unravel. He finds himself trapped in
Gilderick's clutches and forced to work as a slave, laboring alongside the giants -- who don't
exactly welcome him. In fact, he begins to suspect that some would rather see him dead. If
Kael is going to have any chance to survive, he'll have to come up with a new plan -- and
quickly. Meanwhile, Kyleigh finds herself locked in a sprint across the desert. Time presses
against her: there is a force gathered in Whitebone that threatens to undo everything, should it
reach the plains. But her pride blinds her to the dangers, and it isn't long before she and her
companions are lost among the towering dunes. The strange magic of the sun drains their
strength, misfortune nips at their heels, but they are determined to save their friends. And so
they'll brave the desert's every peril -- be it storms or cave trolls ... or flesh-eating worms.
An artifact race, a family reunion from the dead, a troll, and a deadly Light Elf. A typical
Tuesday. Leira Berens has joined federal black ops mixed with her own brand of magic. She's
coming face to face with what happens when magic collides with technology and organic
matter. Not pretty but very powerful. The hunt is on to stop this new kind of shape shifting but
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can she do it without being wiped off the planet? Secrets are swirling all around Leira. Some of
them will heal rifts and others could tear them all apart again. Chasing monsters has become a
lot more complicated. Join the adventure with Leira and Correk and YTT today by scrolling up
and clicking BUY NOW or READ FOR FREE in Kindle Unlimited! ---- NOTE: This is an
enhanced edition with a lot more story added inside each book. Enjoy the updated adventures!
Before Stone trained Kara Magari or taught the First Vagabond to master the Blood loyalty, he
was nothing more than a slave boy named Terric. Terric is a curious loner hellbent on reading
his master's forbidden books. When one heist goes wrong, Terric abandons his old life and
runs for freedom-only to fall prey to a ruthless man named Niccoli. Niccoli is an isen-a creature
of magic from the hidden world of Ourea-and he awakens within Terric an unimaginable gift.
But this gift comes with a catch. Suddenly in control of newfound power he is forbidden to
freely use, Terric realizes too late that he simply traded one master for another. In Ourea, a
world dominated by the gifted, few isen dare defy their masters. Until now.
Solve a murder, save her mother, and stop the apocalypse? No problem. She has a foulmouthed troll on her side. For Austin homicide detective Leira Berens, happy is running down
bad guys and solving crimes. And she's damn good at it. Which is why when the Light Elf
prince is murdered, the king breaks a centuries old treaty and crosses between worlds to seek
her help. Wait a minute. An Elf? Like from Lord of the Rings or something? Yeah, Leira has a
hard time accepting that. But it doesn't matter what she believes. Magic is real, and it's coming
back with a bang. The prince's death was only the beginning. Tracking down his killer is about
more than just justice. It's saving the world. If you're looking for a heroine who prefers fighting
to flirting, this book is for you. Click the Buy Now button and start the adventure today. ---Page 14/17
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NOTE: This is an enhanced edition with a lot more story added inside each book. Enjoy the
updated adventures!
Ourea has always been a deadly place. The lichgates tying the hidden world to Earth keep its
creatures at bay—for now. Kara Magari ignited a war when she stumbled into Ourea and found
the Grimoire: a powerful artifact filled with secrets. To protect the one person she has left, she
strikes a deal that goes against everything she believes in. But things don’t go as planned.
Braeden Drakonin can no longer run from who—and what—he is. He has to face the facts. He’s
a prince. He’s a murderer. He’s a wanted man. And after a betrayal that leaves him
heartbroken, he’s out for blood. To survive, both Kara and Braeden must become the evil
each has grown to hate.
Leira Berens has split with the Feds and has gone out on her own to save her corner of the
world. Magic is on the loose and the werewolves, Elves and Witches are causing trouble.
Leira's working on a new world with her Light Elf by her side and a certain swearing troll. There
are whispers among the dark Wizarding families that she's a new kind of bounty hunter. Time
to show them how it's done. They'll never see her coming.
The Kingdom of Virgo has lived in peace for thousands of years...until now. Azure's world flips
when she discovers her father is the emperor of Terran. Wait...was the emperor. Now the two
are prisoners in the Land of Terran. Azure must escape and locate her mother's soul stone.
The virus that stole the queen's magic is going after her very life, and the soul stone is her only
hope. Azure must save her mother. Create alliances with savage beasts. And win her people's
favor to keep the crown. However, Princess Azure now has a taste for adventure. If being
queen means she must sit on a throne, then to hell with that. Welcome to The Revelations of
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Oriceran. A magical world tied to Earth, and nothing like it. *NOTE: There's cursing in this book
because these witches and wizards are just rude like that. If cursing isn't for you, then this
might not be for you.
When the dragon whispers, who will listen? The lakeside town of Ashbourne is under siege.
Inside, the manic worshippers of the legendary Rogue Dragons--the Dragon Tongue--plan to
offer the town's citizens up as sacrifice. And one of these people happens to be an unlucky
Gnome named Gelbus Cogspark, whom Maria thinks she needs to complete her quest. With
their sacrifice, Odarth, the Bright will take to the sky again, once more wreaking havoc across
the land. But when the ancient evil awakens, who will put it back to sleep? Armed with her only
sword and her music box, Maria Apple and the rest of her crew travel to Ashbourne, prepared
for an all-out war. But Ignatius is weak, Frieda is a stranger, and there's more to worry about
than just saving the town. Still trapped in the world in between, the villagers of Dominion await
their savior. Yes, the battle is over. Now the war begins...
Thirty-one years have passed. Leira and Correk have made a sudden return to Austin at the
behest of Estelle. No one turns down a request from Estelle. Magicals have been found
unconscious all over town. Their souls ripped from their bodies. Is it a virus? Or is it a new foe
with a gruesome scheme? Leira Berens is left with no magical trails to follow and the bodies
keep piling up. Felix Hagan has come back to help solve this case before it's too late. Can Izzie
be far behind? An old menace has reappeared. This time with a few new tricks. Will Leira be
able to put the pieces of this puzzle together in time? Will the cure turn out to be worse than
the problem? Find out in the start of the next adventure in Return of Magic, Book 13 in The
Leira Chronicles. Magic is real.
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The war is here. Victoria Brie is infused with more dark magic than most people thought was
even possible. It's made her powerful. Coveted. Feared. There are those who want her dead.
She has been stabbed, shot, burned, bled, and hunted. She has been wrongfully labeled as a
wanted criminal by a corrupt dictator. She has traveled the world to amass armies and allies.
All because she's striven to protect the beautiful city of Fairhaven and its citizens. But the time
has come. No more waiting. No more planning. No more hiding. The war for Fairhaven has
begun, and to its victor go the spoils. This series is an enchanting urban fantasy saga with
sarcastic ogres, wise-cracking wizards, and a brutally addictive full-contact sport called
Berserk. Your only regret will be not starting it sooner. WARNING! This story contains cursing
because these eighteen-year-olds are honorable rebels. If cursing offends you, you might not
like this book.
Lucy Heron is a mom with three kids, and a baker with a happy marriage in sunny Echo Park.
She's also Silver Griffins Agent 485. The suburbs will never be the same. Fighting supernatural
crime from a minivan while keeping the magical world a secret is a fulltime job. Then there's
the PTA bake sale and the neighborhood barbecue. Hard to balance even with a wand. And
now, a monstrous loan shark is spreading his shadowy empire from a hidden kemana. Mix in a
tribe of ancient witches and tunnel-dwelling magical misfits. Turns out, Los Angeles is hiding a
lot of secrets just underneath your feet. Can Lucy put the bad guys behind Trevilsom bars and
still get home in time for family dinner? What are her magical kids up to and do they have their
own spy network? Click BUY NOW or READ FOR FREE to dive into the first book of the Case
Files of an Urban Witch and look for the recipe at the back of the book.
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